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 kindle a book for me zippered cushion cover print by marie ann rukeyser stone bench Here's my first idea: For this project, you
will need: * empty fabric milk jugs * strong glue * one large book * many colors of fabric paint 1. Start with the book, laying it

face down on a flat surface. 2. Use the corner of a fabric milk jug to trace the bottom edge of the book, but don't round the
corners of the book. 3. Glue down the edges of the fabric milk jug to the book. Make sure the milk jug is securely glued to the
inside of the book. 4. Glue down each of the other sides of the book to the milk jug, as shown. Make sure the edges of the milk

jugs are securely glued to the book. 5. Paint. See how it works in the color photo. 6. Let dry. I loved the idea of a fabric milk
jug turned book cover, but I didn't like the look of the fabric Milk Jug itself. It seemed too happy and festive. I didn't want to be
too cheerful. So, I mixed in some new materials into the process, and here is the result: * some black fabric paint 5. Mix black

fabric paint in with the glue. I like the way it looks. It's now in the color of the book. 7. Glue the milk jugs in place. Again,
make sure the milk jugs are securely glued to the book. * one large 82157476af
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